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Briefly
Inside
Ex-gridder speaks:
Former Green Bay
Packer Lionel Aldridge delivered a powerful plea for
understanding mentally ill
persons Tuesday night.
See page three.

Local
Children's program:
The Wood County Park
District will offer a program entitled "Poluwogs"
on Saturday, Oct. 19 from 10
to 10:45 a.m. at the Wood
County Historical Center.
The nature program is
designed for children ages
two and three, and their
adult companions. After a
short story and walk, the
children will work on a craft
activity. Participants
should dress for the weather.
The program is free and
open to the public, but prereeistration is required.
Call the Wood County Park
District at 353-1897 to register.

State
Scary snake:
MARTINS FERRY, Ohio
— A woman who found a
python in her basement is
gaining support in favor of
an ordinance to restrict or
Erevent ownership of potenally dangerous animals.
Sandy Post, who found the
snake, presented Martins
Ferry City Council with a
petition bearing more than
100 signatures seeking an
ordinance that would restrict or prevent the possession of and/or ownership of
exotic animals that can be
considered harmful or dan?[erous to others within city
units."
"I don't think any one of
you can imagine the terror I
felt as I turned to see this
hideous-looking snake
raised nearly two feet off
the floor," Ms. Post told
council.

Nation
Thief'carded':

ALLENTOWN,Pa.-A
sporting goods store clerk
had reason to be suspicious
when a 15-year-old tried to
buy a shirt with what he
said was his mother's credit
card. It was the clerk's own
card, stolen just hours before.
"I couldn't believe the
odds that the guy would rob
my car at my apartment
and come in and use my
card right in front of my
face," Penny Erisman said.
When Ms. Erisman said
she wanted to show the
credit card to her manager,
the teenager fled. He was
caught by an off-duty sheriff's deputy at the Lehigh
Valley Mall and faces charges in juvenile court.

Loiter)
Lottery picks:

Here are the results of the
drawings Wednesday night
in the Ohio Lottery: Super
Lotto: 5-23-28-34-35-42
The jackpot is $20 million.
Kicker: 4-3-8-6-1-9
Pick3Numbers: 7-7-1
Pick 4 Numbers: 9-9-4-4
Cards: five of Hearts
two of Clubs
seven of Diamonds
four of Spades

Weather
Mostly cloudy:
Today, mostly cloudy
with a slight chance of
morning showers. Partly
sunny in the afternoon. High
around 60 early, then falling
to around 50 in the afternoon. Tonight, mostly clear.
Low in the upper 30s.
compiled from local and
wire reports
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Program gets
$50,000 grant
from Canada
by Sherry Turco
contributing reporter
The University's Canadian studies program has been awarded a
$50,000 grant from the Canadian government.
The award was presented by Derek Burney, Canadian Ambassador
to the United States, in Cleveland at the Canadian consulate last
month.
"This is going to be a great help to the University's growing Canadian program," said Mark Kasoff, director of Canadian studies at the
University.
To date, the University has raised more than $400,000 for the program, including a $190,000 grant from the state of Ohio.
The gift from the Canadian government is being used to create a database on various aspects of the Canada-United States Free Trade
agreement.
This agreement states that between the years of 1989 and 1999 all
tariff barriors blocking trade between the U.S. and Canada will be
removed.
"This is a prime time to expand the program at the University because so much is beginning to happen with trade between the countries," Kasoff said.
The $130,000 grant from the state of Ohio will also allow the University to begin the process of research on how Ohio can benefit from the
trade agreement.
"We are the only school in Ohio doing this. Ohio essentially wants us
to be the major source of information on Cananda," Kasoff said. "By
awarding us the grant they are helping us to begin doing that."
With the donated money the Canadian studies program is reaching
out to businesses and trying to help them expand by beginning to trade
with Canada.
"With Canada directly to our north it can only be beneficial to both
the U.S. companies and Canadian companies to take advantage of the
trade agreement," Kasoff said.
To encourage this expansion, the University held a workshop for
representatives of some 80 local businesses in August. The focus of the
workshop was doing business with Cananda, and representatives
were counseled on exporting then-products to Canada.
"The workshop was a success. The interest was so great we are tentatively beginning to schedule another one for later in the fall," Kasoff
said.
A spring conference dealing with how U.S. businesses can improve
relations with Canadian businesses has also been scheduled, Kasoff
said.
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Swinging Storytime

A backyard hammock and temperatures In the low 70's create a relaxing atmosphere for Sarah
Lohman. 12, to read her class assignment Wednesday afternoon. Today's forecast calls for partly
cloudy skies and a high in the upper 60s.

Nation honors gay rights University smacks
by Kimberiy Larson
human diversity reporter

Tomorrow may be Just the
right day to come out of the
closet.
Friday, the nation is celebrating Corning Out Day in commemoration of the 1987 march on
Washington for gay and lesbian
rights. Janet Uhrick, vice president of the Lesbian And Gay Alliance at the University, said
"coming out" refers to coming
out of the closet and revealing one
is of homosexual orientation.
"People come out of the closet
to people that are close to them,
or sometimes they come out to
themselves," Uhrick said. "They

must learn to accept that [homosexuality] is a part of themselves."
LAGA will hang pink and lavender ribbons on campus to celebrate the event. These ribbons
are a reminder of the pink and
lavender triangles Hitler forced
homosexual men and women to
wear during World War II in order to identify themselves, Uhrick said.
The group also will hand out
fliers to dispel myths about homosexuality and hang banners in
the Union Oval to remind people
of the march, Uhrick said.
According to LAGA President
Amy Bahl, The march was much
more successful than it was reported to nave been. It was down-

played a lot."
Last year, Residential Life
helped sponsor a program in
which the students and staff were
asked to wear blue jeans if they
supported homosexual rights.
However, this caused confusion
for many people because it was.
held on Coming Out Day, said
Erik Strom, Founders Quadrangle complex coordinator.
The problems with the program
was that it was controversial, but
this actually was the intent, said
Mike Verier, vice president of
student affairs.
"Some students found themselves in a confusing situation,"
he said. "They were questioning,

studio with lawsuit

by Julie Potter
city reporter

The University and a former photography studio for the school's
yearbook have reached a tentative out-of-court settlement regarding
money the yearbook said the studio owed them from a contract.
According to court records, the University and Varden Studios entered into a contract last year for Varden to take senior portraits for
the book.
As part of the contract, Varden agreed to give the University a rebate of either $12.50 per student or 30 percent of the total sales, whichever amount was higner.
However, the University discovered in June that Varden was experiencing financial problems.
"They never bothered to inform us about the problems they were
See Suit, page 4.

D See Closet, page 4.

Living will law passed in Ohio
by Michelle Banks
city editor

New Living Will Law
A Living Will Declaration:
• is a binding legal document;
• becomes effective when you are permanently
unconscious or terminally ill and unable to
communicate;
• spells out whether or not you want life-support
technology used to prolong your dying;
• gives your doctor authority and responsibility to follow
your instructions regarding medical treatment;
• can only be changed or revoked by you, and you can
do so at any time.
Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care:
• is a binding legal document;
• authorizes a trusted person to make health care
decisions for you when you cannot do so for yourself;
• decisions must be made consistent with your wishes;
• will not overrule a living will, if you have both;
• probably needs updating if you had one drafted prior
to this month.

Today Ohioans can finally
make legal decisions about their
medical future should they be' come terminally ill and unable to
make conscious decisions.
The living will law allows people to determine which type of
medical life-sustaining technology they wish to receive, if any. In
addition, the law extends the
health care power of attorney.
People may ask a trusted person
to make medical decisions for
them if they are unable to decide
for themselves.
According to a report by the
Ohio Medical Association and
Ohio Bar Association, living wills
become effective only when two
doctors agree a patient is in a
Srmanent unconscious state and
sre is no hope of recovering.
Also, the document takes effect
when a patient is suffering from
an irreversible, incurable
disease.
Unlike the living will stipulations, the power of attorney allows the person named to make
decisions any time the person is
temporarily or permanently unable to make decisions about
medical treatment, even if the
condition is not terminal.
The law appeared in different
forms for 13 years before the general assembly, according to Dennis Whalen, director of media re-

lations for the State Bar Association.
Finally, the State Bar Association and State Medical Association decided to ban together to
make a joint proposal for a binding living will.
"'Over the past 12-15 years doctors found continuing problems
with legal ramifications about
patients who have not been able
to leave clear instructions," Whalen said. "Lawyers had clients
who wanted their wishes down in
documents, but the documents
did not exist."
After an agreement was
reached by both associations,
State Sen. Betty Montgomery,
R-Perrysburg, decided to support
the proposal.
Carol Mullinax, associate executive director for the Ohio State
Medical Association, said the new
law relieves much pressure from
the medical community.
"Many tiroes the doctor and
family would have to guess what
the patient wanted. Now the
guesswork is eliminated," Mullinax said.
Montogomery said the new law
will empower people with choices
theynever had.
'There will be a sense of controlling bow we die. In the last
days of death people are now able
to say 'don't put me on
machines,'" she said.
la addition, she encourages
people to utilize the new law because "it allows people to sit

down and talk to family about
their wishes, which relieves guilt
and anguish [should the situation
arise]/*
Whalen agrees.
"Both doctors and lawyers are
behind the law but if people don't
take advantage]of it], it will be a
wasted effort. The law only helps
pie take the initiative," he
Standardized forms are available from every lawyer in the
state, which should help keep
legal costs down, according to
Montogomery.
Utilizing a legal referral service and questioning lawyers
about costs allows people to find
an affordable lawyer.
"Ask up front for cost Usually
it will be a set rate but some families may have special requests
which could cost more, be
said. "It's important to seek a
lawyer to ensure the process will
be executed properly."
University students who have
paid the $3 Student Legal Services Fee can have a living will or
health power of attorney drawn
up at no cost, said Greg Bakies,
SLS managing attorney.
"We will help prepare the
forms and process them, "Bakies
said.
"It's an issue to consider. A lot
of people want to die with dignity
and Its something every student
may want to prepare."

Opinion

MATTHEW
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Teamwork needed
for M arsden plan
One of the more satisfying parts of
this page is our ability to interpret
the reality we present on the other
pages of this newspaper.
This mission is less satifying when
the reality we have been presenting as
news does not, in fact, exist.
With this in mind, we would like to
reconsider our assessment of a plan
spearheaded by Troup Street resident
Michael Marsden to add some form of
education program to sentencing for all
city residents.
Indeed the plan, which would weight
heaviest on University students who
make up most of the alcohol arrests in
the city, would add a new facet to the
typical underage drug arrest.
But. Marsden and student body
president Mike Sears, who also supports the plan, have both made it clear
in recent days that the plan is not an attempt to simply add to alcohol-related
sentences, which would probably include alcohol-induced disorderly conduct and underage drinking.
The plan was recently presented to
Judge Bachman and other court officials with the idea that penalties would
be reduced to compensate for the price
of a substance abuse education program if a convict received a $300 fine.
There is no telling exactly what
Judge Bachman will do. He could simply ignore the idea. He could add a substance abuse education program and
allow part of the fine to pay for it. He
could add an education program without any corresponding sentence reduction. Or he could selectively choose to
include alcohol education as he formulates each sentence.
We are not anti-education, and we do
believe that many students are woefully unaware of all the aspects of alcohol
use. With this in mind, we cautiously
suggest a mandatory alcohol education
firogram, if completely paid for within
he existing fine, might be a reasonable
alternative to the current system.
Of course, even if no extra fee is attached to pay for education, a three-hour
Saturday course (most likely executed

by the Wood County Council on Alcohol
and Drug Abuse) is still an added burden to an alcohol convict.
There has been talk about ending the
three-year probation as "payment for
the time spent in an education session,
but we still are cautious. In any case,
the plan needs more discussion.
What makes us most uncomfortable
is the implicit idea that the 21-year-old
drinking age is an appropriate method
of drawing a pool of persons who need
alcohol education.
As we have said before, students
convicted under the 21-year-old drinking age are not victims of alcoholism or
other dreaded social problems. They
are simply victims of bad law.
The students of Bowling Green State
University — a community of adults —
should be allowed to choose to consume. This is a choice they already
make every day.
The point is so clear, it isn't even an
issue among most community leaders.
Mayor Edwin Miller and several city
council persons have publicly acknowledged that the drinking age is a great
source of tension between town and
gown. Yet, all wring their hands and
claim they are unable to do anything.
The current discussion proves this
hand-wringing is misleading. If Judge
Bachman can be asked to change or
raise the penalities for underage drinking offenses, he can reasonably be
asked to lower it.
This is the direction we believe a discussion involving penalities for
underage drinking should move —
toward a token local sentences promoting rational, adult treatment for all of
Bowling Green's adults.
Such bold local law was enacted in
the city of Ann Arbor, Mich, between
1970 to 1990 — a $5 fine for marijuana
possession, widely-considered there to
be a sorry excuse for a crime.
With cooperation from city and court
leaders, a similar, more just approach
to underage drinking could be brought
to reality here.
So let the talks continue.

Seize the living will chance
Nowpeople can die with dignity.
The statewide living will law
which goes into effect today, allows
people to decide if they want to be attached to life support systems while they
can still make a conscious decision
about their medical futures.
Families don't have to face the agony
Karen Ann Quinlin's family did when
she was in a coma for years, unable to
speak or think.
However, the anguish and uncertainty can only be alleviated if people
take advantage of the new law.
Dennis Whalen, director of media relations for the Ohio State Bar Association, told The News "Both doctors and
lawyers are behind the law but if peoEle don't take advantage [of it], it will
e a wasted effort. The law only helps
people take the initiative."
The state legislature has made it relatively easy to take advantage of this
THE
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law — living will forms are available in
every attorney's office in the state. For
a relatively small fee, people have the
power to determine their fate as well as
saving their families from making
heartwrenching decisions and possibly
saving them money if life support is not
used.
University students will find it's even
easier to utilize the new law. If the $3
Student Legal Services fund was paid,
students may have their living wills
drawn up for no charge.
Nobody wants to think about the inevitable, and death certainly is not a
pleasant subject. But the half hour the
procedure takes will prevent future
family anguish and allow patients to
take their fate into their own hands instead of having medical technology
dictate their lives.
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Always a Barrett, never a bride
Them wedding bells are a-jinglingfor slutty sister
Well, it's finally happened. The
relief has arrived. My parents
are free from another one. My
sister and her long-time boyfriend/living companion/significant other/pimp finally decided, after a night of heavy
drinking, to get married.
I think it was my oldest sister,
Kelly, who summed up the real
meaning of Tim and Colleen's
long-awaited union with her own
heartwarming, tear-inspiring,
sisterly toast given at the rehearsal dinner, when she said, emotionally: "They've been living
together for six —ing years,
now...fornicating, sinning in the
eyes of God! WHAT'S THE C—
D— POINT!?" (passes out in
her salad).
Kelly never could hold her liquor, but I think you know what
she was trying to say.
They announced their engagement something like three
years ago, which is the stylish
thing to do, because it gives them
both more than an ample opportunity to change their minds, talk
about their future, make reservations in Hawaii, etc. Finally, the
announcement was officially published:
Mr. and Mrs. Barrett of Perrysburg, Ohio are more or less
proud to announce the engagement of one of their daughters. Colleen, or perhaps Kerry,
though the/'re not too thrilled
about having to spring for the
whole shmeal, which'U run 'em
about four grand, 'cause they
aren't MADE OUT OF MONEY,
YOU KNOW, to Timothy Sager,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Sager, which,
DUH, makes sense, because why
would he be called "Mr. Sager" if
his parents were "Mr. and Mrs.
Snibdribble" or "Cheesenipple,"
which, if you ask us, would be a
pretty cool name. Colleen is a
Medical Assistant currently
working inMaumee. Timothy is a
Team Leader, whatever THAT is.
also working In Maumee. which
makes sense, since they've been
living in disdainful, copulatory
sin for six years now, so, GEE. I
wonder if they're just doing this
for a free trip to Hawaii along

Cartoon aids fuel
to fires of racism
The BG News:
On Friday, Oct. 4, an editorial
cartoon appeared in your paper
which featured a "beaten-up"
African American explaining to
his friend he had just returned
from the Anthrax and Public
Enemy concert in Detroit. I was
outraged at this cartoon, as were
five friends of mine who attended
that particular concert with me.
Even if it were an accurate description of what the concert was
like, the cartoon missed the point
completely. The idea behind a
concert like the Anthrax/P.E.
show is to demonstrate that
blacks and whites can come
together under one roof peacefully (and enjoyably). To focus on
wYuAmight have been a negative
exposes a good deal of ignorance,
which is, by the way, the fuel to

with the cash, food and gifts? Eventually, though, they got
What are the odds, huh?
together, talked over their problem, and decided, what with all
Needless to say, the wedding the love and compassion they
preparations are enormous; both share for each other, it was just
the bride and groom must spend too damn late to return the gifts,
months in tedious preparation. so let's get it over with.
Colleen, especially, had many
laborious tasks: pick out the Then came the big day. A day
dress, get fitted, choose her bri- of love. A day of happiness. A day
dal party, send out hundreds of of sadness. A day of relatives I
invitations (making sure not to haven't seen since I was an emsnub anyone), arrange the bryo who show up and pinch my
honeymoon, rent the limo, pre- cheeks and say now much I've
pare the reception banquet buf- grown since last they saw me,
fet, paint the church, discover a which is really observant on their
workable cure for all the world's part, since that would've been
diseases (in tablet form), locate about the time of the Nixon reJimmy Hoffa, identify the guy in election campaign, when I was
the Grassy Knoll and write a about 39 inches tall, and human
10,000 word thesis sufficiently explaining the conception of Human
Thought, the Judeo-Christian
CONNELL
Ethic and their respective relationship in correlation with the
BARRETT
degeneration and collapse of the
Ottoman Empire (if any)
(grammar counting).
Tim, on the other hand, held the
following voluminous list of
matrimonial responsibilities:
I)Show up
2) Drink
biology has proven time and time
He had no difficulty fulfilling again that, if you give the typical
this obligation.
Homo Sapien a good 18, 19 years
to develop, odds are great it will
As the Big Day drew closer, increase in size, learn to talk and
though, my beloved sis and her perhaps even recognize obnoxmate were clearly showing the ious relatives when it sees one.
signs of stress and pressure of the
But (summing up) the wedding
Big Commitment, feeling possi- was nice, and everybody cried,
bly they'd made the Big
Mistake, and I love my sister, and I know
Si.^wvc,
e Big Di- she'll be very happy, and all my
vorce because, lei's face it, they relatives are really the greatest
consider one another just a BU relatives a guy could ask for.
Pain in the Ass.
And I hope that I will someday
be able to take part in this truly
Colleen, usually the epitome of soul-settling, joyous experience
peaceful repose, would jump on and, like my sister before, find
Tim, showing no discretion in fir- just the right person to take to
ing up a pointless argument:
Hawaii.
COLLEEN: Want anything
special for dinner, hon?
Connell Barrett writes a colTTM: Spaghetti would be great,
umn weakly for the News. His
dear.
COLLEEN: Okay, should I views do not necessarily repremake some extra for YOUR EX- sent those of the BG News. They
LOVER, BARBARA? HUH? certainly don't represent themSHOULD I? GET OUT! I HATE selves very well, much less anything else.
YOU!

the fire of racism.
Unless The BG News held the
presses until at least 1 a.m. Friday morning, I doubt very much
that "Miracle" attended the concert in question (which was on
Thursday evening). In fact, it is
my understanding that in order
for that cartoon to be printed, it
had to have been turned in before
the concert even started. I question the judgement of a newspaper that prints an editorial cartoon drawn by someone who had
no way of knowing about the
event upon which the cartoon was
based.
In any case, I was at the concert. Maybe I was in the wrong
place, but I saw no fighting, no
verbal disputes, hardly even a
cold stare. What I diet see was
America's young, black and
white, aware they were a part of
something big — a change of attitudes that is 400 years overdue.
Maybe that's what "Miracle"
would have seen had (s)he gone

to the concert. Instead of relying
on the comfortable notion that
black and white don't mix. Perpetuating stereotypes is bad
enough, but perpetuating stereotypes blindly is unforgivable.
Curtis J.McCrary
Film Major
Editor's Note:
Rather than a comment about
blacks and whites being unable to
socialize together, the cartoon
(as evidenced by the large smile
upon the African American character's face) was a celebration of
the very fact that the two groups
can enjoy such a concert
together. The cartoon (like the
concert) was Intended to reflect
positively upon the fact that allot
America's cultural groups can
mosh together in the pit and have
fun.
Editorial Editor
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Olscamp offers Speaker discusses mentally ill
open meetings Ex-Packer Aldridge details life on emotional rollercoaster
by Aaron Dorksen
administration reporter

by Greg Watson
health and environment reporter

"I think that most
students are too
busy. They're not
here primarily to
spend time with the
president."

University President Paul
Olscamp said he has had
open forums for students
since shortly after he arrived at the University in
1982.
During that time he said
students have attended the
forums for a variety of
different reasons, but most
attendance is from students
who are curious about
something.
Some of the things students have asked this year
were questions about residence hall policies, how
buildings are being built
during a hiring freeze, and
how to get involved in international education, Olscamp said.
Students also come to the
forums to ask the president
to help with a charity function or for help resolving a
troubling situation.
"Some students come just
to meet the president and
see if he is a real human being," Olscamp said.

—University President
Paul Olscamp,
Olscamp said during the
years he has held the forums he has been asked
some humorous questions,
but one sticks out in his
mind above the others.
"I was once asked by a
young lady if I had a single
son and if he was available," he said.
Olscamp does have a son
but the president had to regretfully inform the young
lady that his son was seeing
someone.
Students have the opportunity to meet with the
president today at noon in
220 McFall Center.

During his football career,
Lionel Aldridge was on the top of
his world.
As a player for the Green Bay
Packers, Aldridge experienced
two Super Bowls. He was also a
television commentator from
1965 — the height of his playing
career —until 1981.
Three months after Aldridge's
last game, he started experiencing mental disorder symptoms.
For 10 years, Aldridge said, he
denied having a problem and did
not go in for treatment until 1984,
when he was diagnosed as a
schizophrenic.
In one of his first speaking appearances since his latest stay at
a mental institution, Aldridge
spoke to a crowd of more than 100
people at the Days Inn Tuesday
He has been receiving several
forms of treatment since he was
diagnosed —including his most
recent stay which lasted from
last November until this summer.
Of all his forms of treatment, Aldridge said the most effective has
been compassion.
The most important thing for

people to understand is that people with mental disorders need
more than medicine to help them
overcome the disorder, Aldridge
said.
Aldridge said people with disorders need people who can
listen, understand and appreciate
what they are going through.
Therapists who are not truly
concerned about patients cannot
completely help them, Aldridge
said.
"If you are not sensing us — no
matter how manv degrees you
have — you can't nelp us," Aldridge said.
Therapists do not even have to
speak to patients, Aldridge said,
because they can feel the "good
vibrations" if therapists are genuinely concerned.
He also said people who recovered from mental disorders
can help others because they
"know the illness from the inside.
We can see what is wrong and we
have the tools to help ourselves."
People with mental disorders
must also work hard to recover,
Aldridge said.
"They are the busiest people in
the world because they are trying
to be like you — sane," he also
said.
People with mental disorders

"[People with mental disorders] are the
busiest people in the world because they are
trying to be like you — sane. While we are not
in dungeons or chains — we are in new
facilities which are just as oppressive."
—Lionel Aldridge, ex-pro football player
need help from their place of emEloyment, family and community
ecause they want to enjoy their
lives in a regular community, Aldridge said.
Aldridge said many people
have the wrong impression about
mentally disordered patients and
see the patients as uncurable.
"We're not monsters, we're
people," he said. "Sometimes I
cry when I am by myself, because I see no hope for mentally
ill people."
Aldridge said he was rediagnosed as a manic depressive
three months ago after additional
evaluation. He also said his most
recent stay in an institution
lasted from last November until

this summer.
During the stay, he made two
suicide attempts, Aldridge said.
"While we are not in dungeons
or chains — we are in new radiities which are just as oppressive," Aldridge said.
The major reason for Aldridge's recovery, he said, was because of a therapist who "not only
loved me to death, was concerned
about me, available to me, but
put words into it."
"It was like sitting by a firefilace. It was wonderful and I
oved it," Aldridge said.
Aldridge added he has been out
of the institute for a couple of
weeks and has already spoken in
Chicago and Orlando.
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• TUBA • • TROMBONE • • FRENCH HORN • •
The University Bands of BGSU
#
have positions available in the
s
UNIVERSITY AND CONCERT BANDS
for all instruments. If you have an interest in
>
participating in one of these ensembles, contact: c«

Thursday's ^Vt Room
^
Special
*"Uni o
J

A
tp

GO

BONNIE BESS, SECRETARY
UNIVERSITY BANDS
1010 MUSICAL ARTS
372-2186
JOIN THE ATHLETIC BAND TOO!
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
SUNDAY, OCT. 13, 7:30 PM
ROOM 1012 MMAC BUILDING, OR CALL
372-2186.
Credit Available.
Non-music majors welcome in any band.
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BBQ CHICKEN and RIBS 54.75
Hours:
Sunday
Mon-Thurs
Friday

12:00-2:00 P.M.
11:30-1:30 P.M.
4:30-7:00 P.M.
11:30-1:30 P.M.

Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:30 for on-a.:npus students
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for 95 + plan holders

FLUTE* •EUPHONIUM* •TRUMPET**

TRIOS
PIZZA • RIBS • CHICKEN
1610 East Wooster

353RIBS
FREE DELIVERY
OPEN M - P 4pm
Sat. - Sun 12 noon

$5.00
1/2 SLAB
BBQ RIBS

Call Us For Tailgate
Party Packs
$5.00

+

1II BBO
CHICKEN
w/ roll & butter choice of
side order with soda
with coupon
TRIOS

w/ roll & butter
choice of side order
with coupon
TRIOS

^V

/v

$5.00
1 /4 SHEET
PIZZA
(regular or roman style)
w/ 2 items
with coupon
TRIOS

i 18&OVER WELCOME !

1..............................*

MON-SAT6PM-2:30AM HAPPY HOUR 6PM-9PM E

ACROSS FROM BGSU STADIUM
ISli E. Wooster - B.C. 354-7498
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Delegation learns from Soviets
by Jason Aslinger
business reporter
A recent delegation of American accountants and educators to
the Soviet Union proved to be a
learning experience for one University employee.
The delegation was part of the
Citizen Ambassador Program
sponsored by People to People International. It consisted of 38
members including Robert
Kirsch. Kirsch is a certified public accountant and an assistant
professor of accounting at the
University.
The trip lasted from Sept. 24
through Oct. 6.
One of the main objectives of
the trip was to present American
methods of accounting to the Soviets.
Kirsch said the Soviet Union
has just begun to move toward
privatization. During its many
years of communism, the Soviet
Union used methods that were
more like bookkeeping than accounting.
The move from state control to
a market economy requires the

Soviet accountants to learn more
about accepted accounting methods.
"They want help in devising internationally accepted standards," Kirsch said. If you read
between the lines, they would like
to develop standards like those in
the U.S., England and France.
They want to learn from the established countries, and they
want to leam from the U.S. the
most."
The Soviets are also interested
in joint ventures with the United
States not only in accounting but
in participation in international
markets.
"It is clear they want us to help
them, but they do not want help in
the form of gifts," he said. "They
want to benefit from our knowhow and technical experience."
Kirsch said the Soviets want to
create joint ventures that will
mean benefits for both countries.
The problem is the Soviet Union
lacks a hard currency which can
be traded on the international
market.
For now, systems of bartering
have been established to promote
foreign involvement in the Soviet

Union.
While involvement in international markets is one goal of the
Soviet Union, their main goal is to
establish a market economy at
home.
"The Soviet Union needs to advance economically because it is
very far behind other countries,"
Kirsch said. "For example, few
Russians have cars. The mass
transit system is what most people use. Also, most Soviets live in
apartments with only two or
three rooms."
It is also sometimes difficult for
Soviets to get food. Kirsch said
there are two ways of getting food
in the Soviet Union, through the
state run shops and through the
open market. However, the open
market prices are too high for
most Soviets, and lines form at
the state stores.
Kirsch said it is hard to predict
what will happen with the Soviet
states which are seeking or have
already gained independence.
"They are going to try to maintain an economic union with those
countries, and at the same time,
try to have political independence," Kirsch said. "No one

knows exactly what is going to
happen."
Kirsch said the Soviet Union
has a bright future in spite of the
current conditions.
"The Soviet Union is a large
and rich country. It has a lot of
resources and its people are welleducated," Kirsch said. "But it
has been mismanaged in some
ways, especially in the interests
of consumers, for the last 70
years. If the Soviet Union used
proper distribution, I believe it
could be self-sufficient.
"The Soviet Union will change,
but it will change with difficulty.
There will be some difficult years
before things start to turn
around. At the present course, it
will take about 20 or 30 years,"
Kirsch said. "Investors who are
looking for a quick buck should
stay away from the Soviet Union.
The restructuring of the Soviet
Union will be a long-term process."
Kirsch said he thinks the people
of the Soviet Union are ready for
these changes.
"You tend to be optimistic with
the recent failure of the coup,"
Kirsch said.

OSA lobbies for student vote
and The Ohio State University. The committee is scheduled to meet
for the first time in the middle of October or in early November, according to Nosse.
The main focus of the committee will be getting the support of various representatives and senators in each university's district, according to Undergraduate Student Government Vice President Rob
Routzann.
"It's more of a planning-type committee," he said. "Once we decide
which direction we want to go, the recommendation of the committee
will be forwarded tothegeneralOSA body.''
Routzann said he would be "real surprised" if the policy change
happened soon, based on the amount of opposition expected from university administrations.
"There is going to be opposition but we're hoping with the support of
OSA and some key representatives that we can get student trustees
above tokenism," he said.
Lester Barber, executive assistant to University President Paul
Olscamp, said the University administration has not given the issue
much thought —yet.

by Kirk Pavelich
sludem government reporter

Uprooting Summer

Thr n<; News/Tim Nonrun

In preparation for winter, horticulturist Sue Wammes, a
grounds department worker, pulls up the flowers outside of the
off-campus student center Wednesday afternoon.
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The Ohio Student Association adopted a resolution during the weekend that will intensify efforts to get student trustees the right to vote.
The legislation calls for student trustee representatives across the
state to receive full voting privileges at their respective schools.
According to OSA Executive Director Rob Nosse, getting the support of a state representative was the first step in making sure the resolution becomes a bill. That was accomplished at Sunday's meeting.
"It's very likely that [State Rep.] Mike Stinziano is going to write
the legislation — he practically promised us at the meeting," Nosse
said. "By the next meeting we should at least have the bill introduced."
In the meantime, OSA and various student governments across the
state will form a committee to "develop a comprehensive strategy for
passage of such legislation," Nosse said.
"The idea behind forming the committee is to get more of the
schools directly involved with what is going on," he said. "We set a
minimum of three to be inclusive, but it is a minimum. If everyone
"I suspect maybe it's not wise for the institution to take an official
wants to jump on we'd certainly welcome that."
position on something like that in advance of its being developed and
Nosse said five schools have already joined the committee. They proposed," he said.
are the University, Miami, Wright State, Cincinnati, Shawnee State
OSA's next scheduled meeting is Nov. 24.

Suit
Kyle Anthony
David Lewis
Jason Moses
Charles Flaherty
Chris Lottridge
Tony Geraci
Joby Knapp
Stephen Ebbit
Doug Mullett
Tim Lowe
Mike Nohl

Ron Kerg
Doug Fox
Darren Caywood
Fred Matvias
Brad Smith
Jeff Beck
Jason Brofford
Matt Gallagher
Lee Zimmerman
Clint Frazier
Terry Horan
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U Continued from page 1.

Attention Organization
Presidents and Officers!
Would you like your group or
organization to be Included in the yearbook?
If so, remember...
All group pictures must be taken by
November 14th.
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Working around
the clock tonight?
Discover Kinko's.

If you haven't heard from us or
if you have any questions,
we need you to call us as soon as possible.

The Key
372-8086
Contact the Organizations Editor
Office Hours: Tues./Thurs.: 1 -2 p.m.
Wednesdays: 1:30-4:30 p.m.
Don't miss out)

For most of us. there Just aren't enough
hours In a 9 to 5 day to get some of
our Important projects
done on time. And
that's why we're open
24 hours. Every day.
So no matter when
you need a helping
hand and a friendly
face, you'll find them
at Kinko's.

You must contact us!
"Call Soon! Times and Days are
filling up fast."

having until it was too late,"Key Editor Heather Maraczi said.
As a result, they now owe the University nearly $20,000, court records show.
A lawsuit was filed at the beginning of September on behalf of the
University in an attempt to collect the money owed to them, Maraczi
said.
Key Adviser Robert Bortel said problems arose when he contacted
the studio to ask when the studio was going to pay the yearbook.
"[ Varden] approached us in mid-June about taking deferred payments," Bortel said. "When I asked them to put that in writing, they
refused, so we were forced to file a lawsuit."
According to Maraczi,tlw Key has never had a financial problem
with Varden Studios in the past.
"We have had a few complaints from students about the quality of
the pictures and the lack of speed they received them in, but we have
never had any financial problem or indication of one," she said.
The settlement calls tor full payment, although it will be delayed,
Bortel said.
According to both Maraczi and Bortel, the lawsuit will not affect the
quality of this year's yearbook.
"We've had to find ways to cut costs and stick to a tight budget, but
we'll make it," Maraczi said.
■' I Varden's | failure to pay could have cost us the yearbook," Bortel
said. "The University was very understanding, however, and told us if
we needed to borrow money to complete the yearbook, we could."
Several calls were made to Varden Studios, but officials could not be
reached for comment. Employees were not able to provide legal representatives' names.

Closet
D Continued from page 1.
'If I wear jeans, does it mean I'm
coming out? Does it mean I support gay and lesbian rights?'"
Residential Life officials said
they wanted people to think about
these questions, and come up
with answers to them.
There was also a problem with
the students who forgot about
Jeans Day last year.
"Some students were caught
wearing jeans as they normally

The
BG Party
Bar
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

PRESENTS
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3* Late Night Copies!
Come Into Kinko's between 10pm and Sam and get
great service and great copies. Just 3' each for
Bin x 11" black & white copies on 20 lb. white bond.
Self-service only. Offer good at listed locations only.
One coupon per customer. Not valid with any other offer.
Good through November 30,1991
Open 24 Hours
354-3977
115 Railroad St.
(Behind Myles Pizza)

kinko's

October 10th, 11th, 12th

the copy center
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did, but then they had to decide
whether or not they actually supported gay rights, Vetter said.
Many of these students felt uncomfortable about it and went
home to change so others would
not think they were coming out of
the closet, Strom said.
However, this confusion is not
the reason the University is not
planning another Jeans Day, Vetter said.
"A graduate assistant initiated
the program and worked with
other residential advisers to lead
the program," he said. "We did
not plan this to go on year after
year."
Strom said there would probably be another celebration like
Jeans Day at a later time in order
to separate the two events and
eliminate some of the confusion.
"Founders, LAGA and Residential Life, are sponsoring a
concert In November by
Romanovsky and Phillips/'
Strom said. '"They are gay performers who sing about controversial issues such as AIDS,
homophobia and women's
righto"'
Also, in the spring semester
LAGA and Residential Life are
sponsoring a teleconference in
residence halls, Vetter said.
"The National Association of
Student Personnel Administration will discuss gay and lesbian
issues on college campuses," he
said."

Elsewhere
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Bush supports choice of UN keeps intense
Thomas after accusations watch over Iraq's
H-bomb project
"I support Clarence

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Bush Wednesday declared
he still had "total confidence" in
Clarence Thomas and called his
embattled Supreme Court nominee to the White House for a picture-taking session in a public
display of support.
The day after the Senate decided to delay his confirmation
vote until after public hearings on
the allegations of sexual harassment against him, Thomas
smiled for photographers and
said he was feeling Tine.
Asked if he would be able to refute the accusations, he responded, "Just testify. Thanks."
The Senate Judiciary Committee is expected to hold hearings
Friday and possibly Saturday to
hear testimony from Thomas and
from Anita Hill, the Oklahoma
law professor who made the allegations.
Sen. John Danforth, Thomas'
chief Senate sponsor, said the
nominee would "look the American people in the eye" and deny
he said or did anything improper
to the former aide.
"I've got strong feelings but
they all end up in strong support
for Clarence Thomas," Bush
said. "I support Clarence Thomas and there's no wavering,
there's no condition. And that's
where it is. And that's the way it's
going to stay."
Senate Democratic leader
George Mitchell defended the
Senate's handling of Hill's allegations that Thomas repeatedly
made sexually explicit remarks
to her when they worked together
nearly a decade ago during the
Reagan administration'.
Mitchell rejected criticism by

Thomas and there's
no wavering, there's
no condition. And
that's where it is.
And that's the way
it's going to stay."

—George Bush
women's groups and others that
the Senate had dragged its feet
investigating the charges. He
said the Senate's hands were tied
because Hill had initially insisted
on keeping her allegations confidential.
Before the allegations became
public, Hill had insisted that only
members of the Senate Judiciary
Committee be told about her allegations "and it not be made
available to anyone beyond that,"
the Maine Democrat said.
All the Democrats on the panel,
but not every Republican member, were briefed about the allegations before the committee
voted 7-7 and sent the nomination
to the Senate floor without a recommendation.
"The reality is we did confront
a very serious situation, there
were conflicting interests and ultimately I believe the manner in
which we agreed to proceed was
appropriate and fair," Mitchell
said.
Hill, who has said she will come
to Washington to testify, told
police in Norman, Okla., on Monday that she had received at least
three harassing telephone calls

after her allegations about Thomas were made public.
Thomas was quoted Monday by
his chief Senate sponsor, Sen.
John Danforth, R-Mo., as saying
he wanted to testify to "clear my
name."
"He will appear before the
committee ana testify under oath
and look the members of the
committee in the eye and look the
American people in the eye and
say simply mat this is not true,"
Danfortn said on ABC's "Good
Morning America."
A number of Democratic senators who are not on the Judiciary
Committee said they were unhappy with the way Hill's allegations had been handled. Seven
Democrats who had publicly endorsed Thomas' nomination
asked for a delay in the vote after
her charges came to light.
Their stance was a critical factor in the decision by Republicans
who support Thomas to cancel an
agreement that had set the rollcall for 6 p.m. Tuesday.
Thomas himself seemed to indicate an inconsistency in the
public record. In the sworn affidavit released Tuesday by Danforth, Thomas said he "told the
Federal Bureau of Investigation
on Sept. 28,1991" that he "totally
and unequivocally" denied the allegations.
Thomas was interviewed by the
FBI several days earlier. Steve
Hilton, Danforth's press secretary, said Thomas referred to
Sept. 28 because that was the date
of the FBI's "final interview and
transcription."
The FBI was reopening its investigation of the matter at the
Senate committee's request.
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The Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS - Spy
satellites and U-2 spy planes are
maintaining a vigil over Iraq to
ensure that Baghdad doesn't try
to sneak evidence of its H-bomb
project out of a secret weapons
laboratory, officials said today.
Iraq has already manufactured
some lithium-6, a material used
only in hydrogen weapons, and
the United Nations hopes to capture the supply at the Al-Athir
weapons facility, officials said on
condition of anonymity.
The officials, from the United
Nations and the International
Atomic Energy Agency, said a
nuclear inspection team left
Vienna today for Iraq on that
mission. The team is expected to
arrive in Baghdad on Friday and
to head to the weapons site. 40
miles south of the Iraqi capital.
In the meantime, the site is being monitored by spy satellites,
U-2 flights and by other means,
the officials said. The surveillance is intended to catch Iraq if
it tries to move the lithium-6 out
of Al-Athir or bury it nearby.
The International Atomic
Energy Agency director, Hans

CINCINNATI (AP) - Doctors at Bethesda Oak Hospital's fertility center have
delivered their first baby
conceived through a technique in which a hole is drilled in the egg to let in
sperm.
"It's incredible." said Dr.
Erica Behnke, director of
the Reproductive Studies
Laboratory at Bethesda,
which has been trying the
procedure since October
1990.
Bethesda doctors believe
the baby girl is the first
baby conceived by this
technique to be born in Ohio,
Behnke said.
In the procedure, called
partial zona dissection
(PZD), an egg is removed
from the uterus. Doctors
use a needle thinner than a
human hair to drill a hole
through the egg. The zona is
the outer covering of the

Blix, and one of his chief inspectors, David Kay, disclosed
Tuesday that the Iraqis had produced lithium-6.
The lithium was the latest discovery in the extent of Iraq's nuclear program, little of which had
been revealed by Iraq despite its
obligation to do so under the Security Council's April 3 cease-fire
resolution. As of this afternoon,
there had been no official Iraqi
response to the reports.
Kay said today that one of the
documents his last mission captured in Baghdad on Sept. 23-24
showed the Iraqis were producing
"very small amounts" of the substance. However, Blix and Kay
said, the Iraqis had "ambitions
for producing over 220 pounds of
lithium-6 a year.
"The work on lithium-6, which
has only one possible use, indicates that that program had a
continuing development purpose
which certainly could have led to
thermonuclear devices," Kay
told ABC's "Good Morning America."
Neither Blix nor Kay would
disclose how much lithium-6 is
needed to produce a working
thermonuclear weapon.

PZD is used to help sperm
make contact with the egg
when a man has sperm that
are too slow or malformed
to enter the egg on their
own, or has a low sperm
count, Behnke said.
The procedure costs about
$4,500 — the same as in vitro
fertilization, Behnke said.

The Kappa Sigma Fraternity
proudly announces its Fall '91 Initiates
Jeff Trainer
Ken Gonschalk
Brian Botlger

Hey Teenbeats!
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by Peter James Spielmann

Test baby
born fine

Ed Evans
Curt Conrad
Jason Hyde

Fall '91 Pledge Class
Rande Lykowski
Malt Terry
Tom Wayne
John Baer
Jim Frey
Bo Evans

Billy Tootle
Todd Warmington
Jon Albarelli
Barry Frey
Dave Killean
Sieve Manin

Todd Hearty
Mark Marshalek
Dave Childs
Brian Chambers
Chad Schwaberow
Man Hosiasa

A.E.K.A.B.
Not for an hour, a day, or a college term only.
But For Life!
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PI KAPPA ALPHA
Proudly Presents
It's Fall 1991 Executive Officers,
New Initiates, and Pledge Class

ENTER PLAYBOYS COLLEGE

FICTION
CONTEST

Executive Officers
Jay Waugh - Treasurer
Steve Voorhees - Secretary
Matt Camaratl - Risk Manager
Dave Schur - VP Membership

Ken Badgley - President
Doug Crew - VP Internal
John Rex - VP External

$3,000 &

New Initiates
Geoff Besecker
Travis Cross
Todd Neville

Pledge Class
Cas Denton
Ryan English
Mark Heckler
Jeff Holtzapple
Bryan Ignatz
Jerry Serevino
Mike Thomas
Jason Van Meter

Chris Metres - President
Paul Tltterlngton - VP
Chris Kec - Treasurer
Matt Olendick - Secretary
Jeff Braumiller
Scott Camble
Alvle Caple
John Holtzapple
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FIRST PRIZE
unpublished story.
Maximum length: 23 typed pages
(double spaced).
Contest is open to all university
PUBLICATION
students, regardless of age.
OF YOUR STORY
Deadline is January I, 1992.
IN THE OCT '92
Send your manuscript
PLAYBOY
\
and ;i 3" \ 5" card with
your ii.iiiu'. address.
telephone number
,iiid < ollege affiliation to:
Playboy
c ollege Fiction Contesl
680 V Lake Shore Drive
PLAYBOY V
Chit ago, 11 60611
■11111 llSmMfJ M r '-4
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Freshman helps spikers
in Revlon Invitational
by Steve Seasly
sports writer

The volleyball team literally
dug deep this past weekend to
dismantle their foes and capture
second place at the Revlon Invitational hosted by Depaul University.
The gem they unearthed was a
talented, but seldom-used freshman in the form of Jessica Andrasko.
Andrasko stepped into action
like a seasoned veteran against
Western Illinois and was the
spark plug in BG's stroll to second place. She garnered a .286
hitting percentage on seven kills,
but her most noteworthy contribution came in the form of none
other than the dig department.
She posted a team-nigh 13 digs.
"Defense is the favorite part of
my game," said Andrasko. "I
remember in the second game of
the Western match when one of
their girls hit a really hard shot
that was almost unreachable, and
I dug it with one hand. We ended
up getting the point. I was really
glad and excited that I got there
to keep the point alive."
Before the Western match, Andrasko had only a total of three
kills and nine digs. These scarce
statistics were the result of limited amounts of playing time on a
Falcon squad blessed with an

abundant supply of experience
and talent.
Andrasko has adapted to this
subordinate role on the bench and
utilizes her time on the sidelines
while viewing the enviable talents of players like last year's
MAC Player of the Year, Tammy
Schiller, and Falcon co-captain
LisaMika.
"You can't take anything away
from Tammy and Lisa," said Andrasko. "They are amazing. I
look at them and watch them
Clay. I learn a lot from them and
opefully I will have a chance at
the middle spot next season. I
look up to the whole team. They
give me a lot of advice."
While Andrasko has accepted
her place on the team, her first
impressions of the role were not
as optimistic.
"At first I was upset that I
wasn't playing that much," said
Andrasko. "It was a big change
coming out of high school and expecting to play a lot. Players in
college are another notch higher
than in high school. The level of
play is much better. Right now,
playing time doesn't matter. I'm
contributing in my own way and I
am helping the team by doing
anything I can."
Andrasko has discovered that
life on the bench is educational as
well as full of hysteria.
"You learn and see a lot more
on the sidelines," Andrasko said.

"When you are on the court you
miss a lot of the little things that
are important.
"By observing from the bench,
you are able to see the open spots
on the floor and give a lot of support to the team. We sit there
cheering and yelling. Sometimes
the coach thinks we coach too
much. After games my throat is
usually hoarse."
Andrasko believes her days on
the bench will be short-lived as
long as she keeps working hard.
"I hope I can play in the future," she said. "I need to keep
practicing hard and striving for
my goal to start. It will take time
and experience but my time will
come.
Fortunately for the Falcon
squad, Andrasko's time came
this weekend against Western Illinois.
D D D

Falcons Notes: Senior Tammy
Schiller leads the team in hitting
with a .371. She is followed by
senior Lisa Mika (.330), and Beth
Williams (.333). Junior Carey
Amos leads the team in assists
with 509.
Mika leads the team in digs
with 155 followed by Schiller
(138), and Holly Costein (123).
The Falcons have a .269 hitting
percentage, a totoal of 598 assists,
and 810 digs.
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Toronto is playing in
the wrong league
byJiml.itkr
AP sports writer

MINNEAPOLIS - In case
the Toronto Blue Jays harbored
any illusions iust how unwelcome they really were, in case
they thought the constant
screaming and the tens of
thousands of silly little "Homer
Hankies" waving in the nonbreeze might be directed at
someone else, one resourceful
Minnesotan went to the trouble
of spelling it out in red, white
and blue.
"Hey Toronto," read the
banner draped over the upperdeck railing in right-center field
of the Metrodome, "this is the
AMERICAN League."
So it is. But if we're going to
be picky about it, maybe we
should also require that playoff
games being played on this side
of the border be played in an
American ballpark — which
this joint most definitely is not.
Biosphere III, maybe. A fully
equipped, fully carpeted porch
with enough seating to invite
55,000 or so of your closest
friends over for a beer, possibly. A rec room with an awesome stereo rig for those teenagers who can t get enough of
Guns 'N Roses, perhaps.

But a ballpark? Who exactly
are they trying to kid?
When the late Billy Martin
brought his Yankee team
through the Metrodome in one
of his frequent stints as manager, he left muttering about a
"Chinese ping-pong palace." A
few years back, before Mike Ditka was to bring the Chicago
Bears here for a football game
with the Vikings, he laced on a
pair of skates for photographers and suggested they turn it
into a roller rink.
Of course, Toronto manager
Cito Gaston wouldn't admit to
any dislike for the Metrodome
on Tuesday night, if only because his team has to play here
again today. They also have to
§o back to their own dome —
le one with the retractable
roof on the other side of the border — for at least two more
games.
"This place doesn't bother
us," Gaston said after Minnesota hung a 5-4 collar on the
Jays. "As I said, the National
League teams are the only ones
that have complained about this
place.
"And I hope," he added,
"that they don t get a chance to
do it this year."
He may yet get his wish. But
he is definitely off-base about

nobody but the NL teams complaining.
"I've been here nearly eight
years and believe me, it never
gets easier," Twins shortstop
Gary Gagnesaid. "Never."
Which explains how Tuesday
night, Minnesota left fielder
Dan Gladden, who's played
here five years, nearly blew two
routine fly balls. And how the
Twins nearly blew the ALCS
opener on what, in any other
American ballpark save those
other abominations in Houston
and Seattle, would have been a
routine popout.
The situation was this:
Roberto Alomar was at the
plate and Toronto was djilinc
5-1 in the top of the sixth with
Devon White at first after a oneout single. As White broke to
steal second, Alomar sent the
ball toward the roof and both
Gagne and Minnesota second
baseman Chuck Knoblauch
tried to fool White by pretending to set up for a double-play
ground ball.
"When White finally realized
it was hit in the air, he had to
turn back for first. So it
worked." Gagne said, adding
sheepishly, "tor a while anyway.

Soccer
loses to
Michigan
The women's club soccer team
was defeated by the University of
Michigan 3-0 yesterday dropping
their record to 4-4.
Problems for the Falcons
started right from the start when
Michigan scored two goals in the
first half.
"Everyone played as hard as
they could," club vice-president
Mary Burovac said. "It was just
a tough game."
The game was made a little
harder tor the Falcons when one
of their players was red-carded 15
minutes into the game. As a result, the team had to play shorthanded the rest of the game.
"The red-card hurt us." Burovac said. "Plus they had a lot of
good forwards. They have such a
high skill level. We hope to come
back hard this weekend."
The Falcons play Ball State at
home on Saturday. The game
starts at 12:00.

SOOm »T I-MO-KS-2M5
AMERICAN
'CANCER

t

sacxrr

ferries
z-J Restaurant
• OPEN»
MONDAY - FRIDAY

4:30-6:30
LOCATED IN HARSHMAN
Quantum 90 and 95+
Accounts, Cash,
Facully/Statfand
Department Charges
Accepted.

University Food Operations

372-2475
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Lacrosse defeats Montana wants Red Sox make
Wright-Patterson second opinion manager change
byMarkDeChant
tpom writer
"Absolutely awesome. Can't
beat it."
Those were the words Grant
Randall used to describe how he
felt after his game and tournament-winning goal against the
Wright-Patterson lacrosse team.
His score gave the Falcons a 6-5,
double overtime victory in the
tourney.
After almost being eliminated
in the first game, the Falcon defense, led by goalie Scott Gillie,
came alive and dominated every
offense they faced. That smothering defense and Randall's heroics
enabled the team to claim its
third straight Wright-Patterson
eir weekend started out a lot
"W
slower than they would have
liked. Midway through their first
contest, they found themselves
trailing^-1, to Kentucky. According to Defenseman, Paul Whybrew the team did not fall apart.
"All season long our defense
has been starting slow," Whybrew said. "This weekend it finally came around."
Scott Gillie held UK scoreless
for the rest of the game, while the
offense came through with six
more goals, in the 7-3 win.

The Falcons were determined
to get a better jump on the competition in their next match. Attack captain Jeff Mathis and the
rest of the BG scoring machine
exploded for ten goals in a blowout over Glass City, a men's team
from Toledo. Once again the defense simply stifled any kind of
attack mustered against them.
Although confidence is the
team's number one strength, they
knew they were in for no cakewalk against the host team,
Wright-Patterson. It was in this
game that they completely gelled
as a team.
During regulation play, the defense of John Cox and Paul Whybrew stymied Wright-Pat's attack with great plays. Scott Gillie
did his part. too.
"He (Gillie) just had a great
series, and he was virtuously invincible in the last game," said
Grant Randall. "He totally dominated."
At the end of four periods, the
score was tied, 5-5. The Falcons
gave their goalie a rest as they
kept the ball in Wright-Patterson
territory over 75% of the time.
"The key towards the end was
working the ball around, trying to
find the best snot," freshman
Eric Tilli offered, "That accomC" ihed two things. First, it kept
ball away from our goal, and
second, it allowed Grant to make
his shot."

byTimLiotta
AP sports writer

SAN FRANCISCO — If
this season is out for Joe
Montana, the San Francisco
49ers want their three-time
Super Bowl MVP to do
whatever will give him the
best chance at being 100
percent next year.
Montana has been seeking
another medical opinion
since being told by 49ers
team doctors that he should
undergo elbow surgery,
which would force him out
for the rest of this season.
"It's time we address the
situation if he's not going to
get better," 49ers president
Carmen Policy said. "If rest
and rehabilitation is not going to get Joe back onto the
field this season, then it's
time to say, 'Let's get a
start on whatever gives us
the best opportunity that
will get him back for next
season.' That seems to be
surgery."
The 49ers, who have won
four Super Bowls with Montana as their quarterback,
have decided that surgery
would be best for the
35-year-old quarterback's
elbow problem, but want to
allow Montana to decide

what treatment he will seek.
Montana, who has been
sidelined by a torn elbow
tendon since August, experienced a recurrence of pain
in his elbow during a workout on Saturday.
The physicians consulted
by the 49ers and team doctor Dr. Michael Dillingham
all recommended surgery,
which is described as
having an 80 percent success rate and would be similar to the operation that
ended the career of Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback
Terry Bradshaw at age 35.
Following surgery, he
would need at least six to
eight weeks before beginning rehabilitation, a timetable that would keep him
out of action for the remainder of this year.
"We definitely want him
back next season," Policy
said.
In the meantime, the
49ers will be satisfied with
Steve Young as the team's
starting quarterback.
Throughfivegames, Young
was the NFL's highestrated passer. However, the
49ers nave lost three times,
one more loss than they suffered all of last year.

BOSTON — Joe Morgan, folksy,
often whimsical as a member of
baseball's old school, is out.
Butch Hobson, soft-spoken, hardnosed and a no-nonsense disciElinarian of a younger generaon, is in.
Just two days after the end of
the 1991 season and hours before
the start of the AL playoffs, the
Boston Red Sox shocked the
baseball world Tuesday, firing
Morgan, 61 next month, as manager and promoting Hobson, 40,
from Pawiucket of the Triple-A
International League to replace
him.

Faced with the possibility another major league team would
try to hire Hobson, the Red Sox
brass — including John Harrington, representing principal owner
Jean Yawkey, and general partner Haywood Sullivan — booted
Morgan upstairs, offering him a
job as special assistant for major
league scouting in general manager Lou Gorman's office.

Morgan, who will be paid
$375,000 next year on a contract
extension given him on June 1,
when the Red Sox were battling
Toronto for the AL East lead, was
fired as abruptly as he was hired.
On July 14,1988, the day after the
All-Star Game, John McNamara
was fired and Morgan was promoted from third base coach to
become the Red Sox' 37th manager since the team became a
charter member of the American
League in 1901.
Morgan said he went to Fenway
Park for a noon meeting with club
executives, expecting to discuss
the future of his coaches — Bill
Fischer, Al Bumbry, Dick Beradino, Richie Hebner and John
McLaren. Instead, he said he was
told the news that "I was outa
there."
With two division titles, a thirdplace finish and a tie for second in
3 1/2 years as manager, Morgan
said he was "surprised, no question about that, because I've
done a helluva job."
In typical fashion, though, he
reiterated a statement he made
when asked about the status of his
coaches with management last
weekend:
"They pay the bills, they do
what they want, and that's the
way it should be."

Hobson, a former Alabama
Suarterback under coach Bear
ryant who played the first six of
his eight major league seasons
with the Red Sox, was summoned
from offseason duties working
with young prospects in the Florida Instructional League and
quickly accepted a two-year con"I like Butch; he's a good
tract through the 1993 season. man," Morgan said. "I knew he'd
Terms were not announced.
come up sooner or later."
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CAMPUS * CITY EVENTS

M1EONANT?
We can r***p FREE pregnancy tssts and sup
portM services ConMantW BO Pregnancy
Center. Cal 354-HOPE.

Party la on SATNov 2. Union Baa-oom
wtoi Tha Ark Bank (Ika Adda)
HoapDaMy Management Society
General Meeting
Thijradey, October 10
112BA
NOTICE" ELEMENTARY ED
METHOOS
MEET1NOI Al students wtx> eppssd tor Spring.
1M2 Ele Ed. Method* (EDO 360. 381. 352.
363. 364. 366. 366) are expected to altand
Ma maattrg. Tuaaday. Octobar 16, 4:00 pen.
116 Education Burking BE THERE"
ParanU at MM Yaar Cantaat
Write a conHdantJal Mtar snowing appreciation
to your parents. It your lattar la chosen you and
your parents wa be honored on Per ants' weekend aWi encrksment and eriiea Contact tha
UAO oMoe tor more data**. 3722343 Letter
deadsnoOctooor24
stadsntetortbeEihicai
Treatment ot Animate
Movie Diet to. a New AmerlcaYour Heertn. Your Planar
Thursday 7:30 p.m. 1007 BA
Swtng-AThon
Omega P~ Alpha
Union Oval
SwIngAThon

PERSONALS
Tha Slaters ot Omega Pm Alpha would ska to
congratulate Paula Jams and Todd Oiovanol.
Susie leoutnta and Tim McCatty. Debbie Lutz
and Tony Oatman. and Jackie Taylor and
Jeremy Spelter on their recant engagements.

Tha Sieters of Omega Phi Alpha would Hke to
congratulate Lena and Brian Rank on their reCOOt irHVTHQS.

AOTT JOOt COSTANZA AOTT
JorJ, our awaaoma putt-putt coach. Too bad wa
didn't win. even after wa cheated' But we at"
hadablastl
Love Your AXO Teem.
Diana. Bev. Jul. Ermty
AXOAXOAXOAXO AXO AXO

* • Gamma Pm Bets • *
Uttle Oretchen Koenker
Bkj-Uttle Hunl Is here. Its trus
By the end ot the week you wont be bl
Once were together you win sea
What a great big and Kite pal
wswHos
Love your Bk)??
GBVTWTM
Phi B#tl
uttle Coeeen'
As Big a Uttle we I be
Totaty outrageous!
Our sucrtsment a energy
la simpty contsgsous
I can't wart unti you see.
Just exactly who your big
w«Da
7 Leva your Big 7

WeXJU l»ORT» 11.1 Fat

"KlYSLOtT"
To the parson Monday night at Student Section oho I then* picked up my keye by eoctdant, ptaaae on ma - 362-0402 Thank you:
LOST: At tootbeJ gams 10/6 - brown/oranga
umbrella Sentimental value PLEASE' RE
WAROI 362-5897 No questions asked

SERVICES OFFERED
AYEeVURY BOOM
OH. mad. ram out-of-print
10-6. Monday -Saturday
143-CE WooslerSl
LSAT ' ORE ' QMAT
you take the teat, cal tha expert Local
now. Kaplan Educational
Csf tor dstaes 838-3701

"•BETATHETAPf"
The Brothers ol Bets Thets PI wvsh to congratulate the fooowtng members tor making tha Top
10tortha1»gi rkimaoomrngKing:
Icon Emery
DavsOeene*
Doug Welkins
Good Luck m electlone next ween
••• BETAS ••• BETAS'" BET AS ••'
-OAMMASHIKTA• LITTLE MKHELLE CORCORAN•
TNe week has been fun.
But be reedy the leettvttles heve lust begun
On the B G campus, wa'l totaty rule.
Hay man, that BkyLMe teemWt'MC TOTALLY COOLI
Love.
Yours*)??

Cts-O • Mkvaay Engter • Cts-O
CongrsrrutsBons on being m the Top 10 tor
Homecoming Queen1 We're proud of you and
are behind you el the waylOooaLuokl
Cht-0 • Chl-O • a*o
Congrstuejtlons to sseenenle IMcherKn your
Human nieraons position on Psnheeenic Ceblnatl
Love,
Your Cm-O Sisters
CorvgratUattonetara lotiasHsr on being selected to represent BGSU In American Qssdla ■
torsi Show 'am your stuff I
Love.
Your Chi Omega Sisters
C ijeaaejlnns Hears Ouudaln on your uso
Student Financial Aid Committee poeMonl Your
CWjStaiere are proud of youl
OZ DZ DZ DZ OZ DZ DZ DZ
Ul'Suzanne Wheeler
It ha* bean a long, tun week tut of Isnte and
surprises' Have you guessed who I am yet?
Don't worry, you w* soon find out! Just remember
I LOVE MY UTTLE'
OZ love and Mine.

QAMMA PM BETA
LI Mtchaas CarterYou mnk you know
But you she* see
What s super Big/ Uttle par wsl bs!
Just wat a while
Nc-don'l bs down
Causa wsl go out and rock thra town!
Lova. Your Big

DZ OZ 02 Megan Katsr DZ DZ OZ
You may think you've got It al figured out.
But now you're si tor a eurprtae.
Once you see me m heppineee you wtt shout.
Because I wts be someone etss to your surmise
For tomorrow you w* see.
What a greet parr ws wa become
To you from me,
I have tha beet Iras from here to Kingdom
Coma.
Love.
Your Big 7

Gamma PN • Jennifer Henna » Gamme Phi
HOT DAMN ANO ALLELUJAH
BK} HUNT IS FINALLY HERE.
ANO WHEN YOU FINALLY FIGURE
ME OUT YOU'LL WANT
TO LAUGH ANO CHEER
THE SUSPENSE IS KILLING YOU
M KNOW ITS TRUE,
BUT ALWAYS REMEMBER
YOUR BIO LOVES YOU!

EBO
7 months. 20 days (how marry hoursTTIJI Irs tor
Yours atwaya.
A
GPNBLIITreceylueonGPNB
Lor* high, look tow
And soon you I know
How hepcv I w» be
Whan you're officaly my Me Traoayt
Always rsmambar your Btg loves youl
LoveandTTKE.BIg???
Gemma Phi ' LI' Mlndy Maynard ' Gamma Phi
Hey sttleolmlne.luet you wsrl end see
Soon wsl M tna bast big and ma there ever
could Del
So gat psychsd and wan anxtouaty,
Cause soon youl be part ol a great temayl I
LovemTTKE.
Your Btg

Gsmms PN Bets • Anns Muszynskl
Get psyched for Big Hunt
Who knows when It ** bs
But I know ons thing
Ws are the beat Bsj/LrtM
That anyone wttsvsr see'
Atwaya remember your Btg tovaa youl
P.S. It you tha* you know, your wrong.

«#■

Gemma PN Beta Lies Marryott Gamme PN Bets
The wonderful LI that I got
The day is soon coming so don't you dare tret
Have you any Idea who your Btg la yat?
Just you kseo gueesrng cuz soon you wsl sse
Wsl bs ms bast Btg/LI teem si al of BO
Lova and TTKE
Bkj777

QAMMA PHI MTA
LA. KATK eajewHY
I love my Me so
I cant wall to let you know.
Howwondanullwe-be.
Big and Uttto, you and mat
You ere wonderful and so sweet.
I cannot wart urVJ we meet'
Lova In TTKE.
Your Big??

I Beta • • Lrtlte II
urns I thmk yours ths beet t this week you •* have no reel
Just smss a lot and have acme tun
Cur I sure am ms lucky ons
aaBig-n-utllelknowwelbe.
Arayppy.happytamlylM

Gamma PN ' La' Krtstsn •
Be) and urns are you and ms,
An awesome pair we wa be1
The time wsl come when youl find out.
What our temtya al about!
I cannot rib or tel ate.
I heve (he beet r In Gsmms Phi
Lovs.YouBlg777
Gsmms PN ur Lsursl Gsmms PN
Look! It's big weak
About your big. msny ctuss you wa seek
Uptown st the ckibs, Its me youl see
Red hek you have, but no. not me
Arwsys out havtn' tun.
Lov*i' Us cause my Ittls Is 11'
Love si TTKE, Your Big

Grab a button and w
Stop by me "Are eUeaeeeedT boom at ls>
Unlon Oval Wear a button thra w#ajh •» la nava a
chsnos to wtn a free etrei
Sponsored by The Wsl"

Gamma PN " Tiffany ' Gemma PN
Concealed frcr. you
la my Identity
You could guess lor svsr
and you'd never guess msl
Lova In TTKE
Your Btg

Tuea.Oct IS;6:30pm;BAA 1001
COME JOM THE FUNI

QAMMA PHI BETA
U«a Sue Sherwm
I cent beleve Big Hunl Ie here
The Urns ties come lor ue to cheer
Wa wa be tha bast Big and Ursa
You and Ma.
I can't wen untl you can
And out who I am.
LovemTTKE. Your Big?
Do you have any due yef?
OUUsttA PHI BETA

vincani Price

Gamma Phi Beta • • LI Came Mdntoeh
I hope this week has been lots ol run
Ths otuse rva gkran you are almost dons
I hops you're as escayjd as I am to asa,
What s greet Big/LI team we wsl be
Low. Your Bej 777

INTEREITEOrNsJUUaio?
Jom BGSU SaaYig Club

continued on p. 8

Vincent Price

wincent Price

m

The Film That Inspired
"Twin Peaks"? !

Laura

Bowl 'IT Greenery

—

A 1944 Mystery-Thriller
featuring VINCENT PRICE

All you Can Eat
11:30 - 2:00
4:00 - 7:00

Gamma PN LI Chrtety Dawaon
Roses era red.
Carnations srs omk
Youl know your Big
Before you bank
Whets right ie wrong.
Where wrong tartght.
Wei be a big end ■'
Pair mat's out ol sight"
Lova si TTKE,
Your Btg

Gamme PN Bets - Little Mel
Suger-n-Sptce and everything nice.
That's not al Btga and Littles are made ol
ParUoe-n-Bsrs. and cute man In sports cars
That's not al Nga and antes are made ol
Laughter-n-Tears and chasing swsy ths leers
Now ALlcrlthsssthmga srs what Bigs
and maa are mads oft III
Handm hand you wasse.
what a pair we wil beJust wstch out good ol'B G
llovsmylftlel"""
LOVS.7777

MkjBjMMV

Winthrop Terrace
Apts

Call

AZO'ZBT* AZD
The eleters ol Alphe Xi Darts would ska lo congraMate Tracy Devtdeon on her pinning to Zete
Beta Tau Paul aaanttal

DZ Mercedes Freher OZ
Get exerted! Only s few more days unts you rind
out wholsm
OZ love end mine.
Your Big

Uttte Lauren White
Big and Me. mate you end me
Tha beat to ever tat BO
Soon you wsl see who I em
But unit then II just conenue thai ecam
Love ys.Htae'Love. Btg'

Check out

352-9135

AZD ' the*) Sanderson * AZD
Congrstukrbons She* on being choeen as one
ot the Top 10 caiiuklataa tor Itonvaoomtng
Queen We I all be verting lor you!
Love,
Your Alpha XI Sisters

Your at]

Tired of Being a Face in
the Crowd?

and be someone
Special!

Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi ■ Alpha PIS
CWigretuleaons to all ol the new Pledge Class
Officers Wa are so proud ol you!
Alpha Phi • Jot* Buedeker • Alpha Phi
CongnMutattona on your peering to John Stewart.
Love. Your Alpha PhtSielers

Falcon Football - 1 30 pm Sat
BOvs ONo
Sportsoene - 6:00 pm Sun.
Soccara Rob Mertees anO Oreo Murphy

LOST * FOUND

AQO' ateggle Yeverks • ADD
We mat wanted to any.
We hoped you had a grant birthday
Sorry Its s dsy late.
As a Pledge Educator, you're greet'!
Wa Love Youl
La*.
The Alpha Gain Pledgee

Tha Slaters ot Omegs PN Alpha would ska to
congratulate Jenny Ratekl and Tom on their recent pearling

TrlrStyUnlksdMetlvjdwjt Church
Rummage Sale
200 N Summit
Sale starts Sat Octl 2- ie
Hours 9-6 30. Frl 9 3

WKJUl»OtVriM.1FM

AOOPT-Lovtng couple with country home and
btg backyard tongs to give your newborn a Ma
ol love and security Cal Batty » Owen collect
1616)486-3621.

TONIGHT at 9:00 pm - Gish Film Theater

$3.99
$4.50

FREE!

• Soup 'n' Salad
• Hot Entrees
• Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
• Choice of Beverage
Located in the University Union

»

i Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only for on campus students ]
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for off campus students.

_

FREE!

FREEI

FREE!

This weekend's Film:

v**

.CIfv8:00, 10:00 pm & Midnight
210 MSC

MM iieam

eauj mam

eauj leeaiu

I
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continued from pg. 7
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Stater of the Week
Tr.cySo6.ck
Crrrtoer of the Week
KAPPA KAPPA OAMMA
KKO Jackie KOMMIIKKO
Don't be too sure you

know who lull?
a can be tricky...
Love. Your Big
KKO LITTLE KELLY B KKO
Oat peyched lot tonkjht.
'Cauee our btg-B* match hi io right.
Excitement ra on the way.
'Cauee your btg * hera to stay
ItovamyMa.yaaldo.
Soon you wti know juat who.
KKQ MABV CATHERINE TABTARA KKG
Foravar you and ma,
Bag and ma than what wo 1 be
In your haart you'l hold ma Key.
To a fnendehip that wra last w eternity
Love Your Big
KKO • KAPJN «EIL • KKO

KKG • LIL JULIE 'KKO
Tonlghra the night
You wl aaa
Who your big reeky la to bal
Love. Your Big 7
KKO ' KKO ' KKQ * KKQ ' KKQ

KKO ' KKQ * KKO ' KKO * KKO
Lll' Lauren Jurea
Big/ LH' night nee finely come
And el a ream wel be number onel
I hope you're peyched cauae I am loo'
Remember that your Big lovee you!
Love Your Big 7?
KKQ • KKO • KKO ■ KKQ ■ KKO
UrjilChemDers
I cant wait to welcome you Into our lamltyl Oat
peyched ■' lor tonight!
Love.
Your Big

KKQ • Ul' Laurie Lottos ' KKO
The time haa come
tor ua to unite.
I'm happy your mile.
Get PSYCHED for tonight!
Love,
Your Big 77

KKO ' KKO ' KKO ' KKQ ' KKO
Grander Jute
Juat a few more houra
Urrttl you wtl aee
Who your KKQ family wl be
Gel Excited for ronlghtl
Love.
Grandbig?
KKQ • KKO • KKO ■ KKQ ■ KKO

KKO • Uf aWrOOET EVANS • KKO
You It** thai you know
But soon you wll aee
How wrong your predrcttone are
But how very happy you wl belli
I can't wait to cal you my Ul
Love. Your Big 77
KKO • KKO • KKO ■ KKO ■ KKO

KKO ■ KKQ • KKO • KKO • KKQ
Grand IX KerM Lamb
I'm so excited for Bkyui thu week
Gel ready for an eweaome Btg-Huntl
Your Grand-Big loves your!
Loyaly.
'GrandBKI

KKG • Ul' Ucl • KKQ
As Big and Little we wil be
The greatest pair in KKG'

I Love my Intel
Love and Loyaly. Your Big 77

I love my Grand-IP
Get peyched tor Thursday1
KKO • KKO • KKG • KKQ ■ KKG
KKO-KAPJN MIL-KKQ
Toneghfa the nkjlrl you wll aaa.
YYhal a oreat BkyU pa« Ml be
Be prepared to have a bleat.
Because our frlendehlp w lorever laat
I love my ante!
Love Your Big 7?
KKO ' LH' Laurel SeMen - KKG
Tonights the night you wa aaa.
Just who your big w.1 be
Wl hunta atmoet et an end.
You era laid a lorever Mend
I love my Ul
Love. Big 777
KKG ■ Jennifer Reed ' KKG
Oat exerted lor BIG- UL'
You win make an AWESOME
eOdejori to our Kappa famey!
Love. YourOrandbkj?
r i
KKO ' KAREN JANOS ' KKO
Torwjhf. the raghl Grande!! Be prepared, ifs a
night ol much fubaaoon lor your becoming a part
ol our family la much ceuae tor celebration
YourQrendbig

KKO ' Ul Jen Wetener - KKQ
Tonlghra the night.
that you wleee,
What a greet
Big/U team wel bel
Love, Your Big

KKO • LARA STODOARD • KKQ
ALRIGHT! SOON THE TIME IS HERE SO
DO A LITTLE CHEER! FOR I AM YOUR AWESOME BIO. AND IF YOU EAT LIKE YOU DID AT
CEDAR POINT
. YOU WILL LOOK LIKE A
PK3I
KKO ' LOVE VOUR BIG ' KKO

KKG • UL' LAURA UL' LAURA • KKQ
Tonight you wll finely And out.
Whet this week'a been el about.
Your tamrry « greet.
So don't be late
We hope you're excited too.
Beceuae we el love you!
KKG BIG? BIG? BIG 7 BIG 7 KKG

KKG • LAUREL SELDEN • KKG
Laurel.
I'm so excited to have you aa my grand an Welcome to our famey.
Krtatl.
IkrvmyBI
Luv.Uea
KKQ KRISTIBALDWIM KKQ

KKQ ' Ul' Moeaaa ' KKQ
Tonight's the night!
Oat reedy to party al night long1
For. when we finely met.
You wll aee that together we belong1
Love. Your Big

KKO ' LI Rachel t LI Erica - KKG
Tonlghra Die night, wel be reveeMd.
Our Big-Ul' loam, no longer concealed
Get reedy to party, definitely by eleven
Although you now know.
You must be here at seven
So snag some wheels, (hint: Rachel's car)
You never know, you may have to go far.
Be at the door by the ZBT's
Knock three trmee end soon you'l aee.
Don't forget, no later then seven
Your two hour hunt should be heaven'
KAPPA Love, Your Biga 777

KKO ' SIOMA CM ' KKO ■ StOMA CHI
Congratulaltone to Laura Noble on being aalected Sigma Chl'a Fall 1901 Pledge Ctaee
Sweetheertl
Alrlghtl
KKO * SIOMA CHI • KKO • SIOMA CHI
KKQ •Grand M Left Loftue' KKQ
To my Grand-m Lorf Lortus
Welcome to our tamey. you're a special adrjOonl Get pyached tor lomghtl
Love Your Grand Big
KKQ ' KRISTIN BULKOWSKI' KKQ
You're an AWESOME little!
Qet peyched (or tonight.
Soon you wl know what a
great Big.■ul'parr we rd make
Love, Your Big 7

KKG Beth Beck KKO
I know this poem's abort and sweet.
But KM blg/aT pea- can't be beet.
I'm so excited to aee you tonight
Love. Your Big ?

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main

352-9951

Thursday Oct. 10 - Saturday Oct. 12

HOMEWRECKERS
Saturday M.S. Sub Eating Contest

Lnoleo for el you Mery Kay. Glamour, a akin
care needa. cal Pern. 352-4916 anytime
UIMcJfy.
The la It,
Your final due
Juat remember ..
Scott who?
Love Your Big
Ul Niece Annette
I'm eo glad you're a part ol my ferretyl One day
you'l know which one and you too can tump for
loyl
TTKE Your Aunt

Noon 'HI 2:30 a.m.

* Mini-Pitchers Every Day*

The BG News

Classified Information

Mail-in Form

DEADLINE:

Monday prior to publication noon
(The BO News is not responsible (of postal service delays)

RATES:

per ad are 75* per line $2 25 minimum
60* extra per ad for bold face
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line

PREPAYMENTl

'8 '»floired (or al non-university related businesses and individuals

NOTICE:

The BG News w* not be responsible tor error due to (legibility or incomplete information Please come to 214
West Hal immediately if there fca an error m your ad The BO News win not be responsible for typographical
errors In classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY:
1* or 2" ads
I " (8 Ine maximum)
2" (16 fens maximum)

LI'Karen.
Get peyched lor tonight lor you end ma.
We ere gonna be the best, just wail and see
Welcome lo KKGl
Love. Your Big 7
Little Amy Wmdle
I do not like green egga or spam
I do not aha them "Sam" I am
I do not Hke thia long suspense
Aa thia goea along you must be tenee.
Don't stress, don't tear
Aa time goea through
You aoon wa aee your big lovee you.
Love In TTKE. your Big

Buelneai, MirkeHne. anal
CiaamuittoaUoa Majiri
Part-time help
•••WAHTeeV"
18 00 to atari Minimum 18 houra par week.
Evenings end weekende open More houra mey
beiveaebte NO leiemerkettng Training provided Colfot Into 1-535-3838

EARN

staaa

PLUS FREE SPRIQ BREAK

TRePSI
North America's number 1 Student Tour Operator Seeking motivated students, orgrerUeeone.
fialernlllee and aororWee or campua eeeaeajjel
ebvee Promoang Cancun. uela»i»fa. aaa)
Oaytonel Cal 1-800-7241555
Earn $2500 a Free Tripe SeBng Spring Break
Peckegee to Bahamas. Mexico Jamaica. Florida! Beat Tripe 1 Prtoee! Spring Break Travel
I 800-838-8780
Eeey work! Eicceaont pay! Mniiial producta
M home. Cal tcJ tree I 800-487-8688 Eld
5072
Hatp pay for tutaon with pert-time work Name
your own houra Dtetrtbute high-tech tote! Mneea producta 1 8O0-728-38S4.

Sigma Kappa ' Sigma Kappa
CorvgrahaatJone to the Sigma Kappa Pledgee ol
the WeakKIm Faulkner end Amy Merlin
Sigma Kappa ' Sigma Kappa

Help wanted lor Service Attendant Second and
third ehrft Apply at Stedkim view Sunoaa,
1830 E. Wooater. between 7 am end 4 pea,
Aek lor Carl Kana.

ThetaChl ■ TheteChl • ThetaChl
Brother of the Week BobE Lewie
Athlete ol the Week BaNocnan
Cabinet Member ol the Week Todd Ertckeon
ThetaChl'ThetaChl' ThetaChl

NOWHtRaMa
CockteliiaUr
bertendera. aecurtfy
Apply M JAX Club CaHorral
Greenwood Center. 181 BE Wooeeer
efterepm 3647400

This Saturday at Quarter's in Perryeburg
Tom Gormen wS be praying at 10:30 p.m.

OVERSEAS JOBS $000-2000 mo Summer.
Yr. round, al countrtee. al flelde Free Wo.
Write UC. PO Box 52-OM03. Corona Dal Mar.
CA 02825

edad for Spring Semeeter. Ceol piece, close to campus Cell Derrick
of Erie at 384-4474 tor mere dHall.
ASAP-Roommete stll needed to airhlaaes 2
bedroom epertment close to campus Aluttftlee
paid except electnc
OWN ROOM Cei

354-7074.
Female nonamoklng roommete needed to eubleaae 2 bedroom opt. Spring semester Own
room. Cal Tonya 1 -423-3102 evenings
Female, norvamoking roommete neeoed to attv
leees spring aemealer Cal Kim 362-5526
Nonsmoking roommate needed In 3 bdrm.
House Quiet neighborhood, weeher dryer.
rent negotiable 363-172»
Nonsmoking female to share house 1 block
from campua. Quiet neighborhood. Wa>
eher/dryoronane Cal evening! 352-1897

Utbe Tarry Naytor.
The day haa finely come
You and I are big end little.
And tonight wel party some1
Love-YourBtg
OMEOA PHI ALPHA
I love my ifBe. Timrny Brtdgee Oet peyched
for Brg/LI ceremony
OPtuA love. Your Big 777

PM Pal Jeaon Ffugereld PM Pal
Happy 2 years'
I love you arid I wouldn't trade you
for anything bacauaa...
YOU'RE AWESOMEI
Love. Mich
PUMPKIN SALE
VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS WILL BE
HAVING THEIR ANNUAL PUMPKIN SALE ON
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 24. THE SALE WILL
RUN FROM 11:00 AM - 3:00 PM OUTSIDE OF
THE UNIVERSITY lOOKSTORE. ALL
PROCEEDS WILL BE DONATED TO CHARITY.

FOR SALE

Roommate wanted lor Spring aomoeasr. Ctoae
to campua. Reasonable rates Cal Kan or Uea
M 364-8083.
WANTED Leed singer/Rhythim gurtarlet tor
rock group-The Deep End. Experience helpful
Cleeelc and modem rock and rot Cal Tad
354-8582 or Mark 353-1101

HELP WANTED
Sio-5400-Up WEEKLY. Maang Brochureal
Set Own Hours' RUSH Serl-Addreaaad Envatope:
Inoome,
1880 Lakaeide. Suite 301 -COE.
RMere.AZ 88442.
ACTIVITIES DIRECTORS NEEDED
NOW IWERVtEWINO tor the Summer oft 082.
Need a aummer fob? Don't wait til the lee!
minute! Our campground. Yogi Beer's Joayatone Camp Resort, la looking for 2 creative,
outgoing persons to coordinate 8 direct ecttvtttea for a farrwy camping reeort. Location: Aurora. Ohio, 5 maae from Sea World of Oreo and
Qeeuga Lake Park. Experience preferred but
not a must Male or Female LMng facemoe provided If mtoroated send reeume to: Jelystone
Camp Reeort. 3302 3 R 82. Manuta. Ohio
44265.

14K Diamond Earttraja
n S100 or beat offer Btaok velvet areae •
$50 Cel 885-131 Seek for Tlkthe
1SS4 Honda CMC 1500S. Good i
Rum good Aekjnp 81800 Cel 363-8468.
83' Buk* LeSebra Limited Exoaeent condHon.
atr. ceeeette. Cad car Aakmg $2,200 Cat
Stephen 362-7228
^^
FOR SALE - 1S
mi t*OMOA CIVIC, aaaa.

CALL

»e>7eea_

MniaMM —» 1001 AtpWielan. Aturranura XT
20.5 rnohaa 21 apaad XT equlped OS 1
weight aluminum frame like new $1300 New.
muMeelt776 CM418-5341-0001
Senyo CD player 2 years old $80 00 Please
COI363-23Q4
Tendy I0OOS/L2 Computer. IBM .iiiliaieaata.
color monitor. 840K. 30 Mag hard drtue,
modem, mouae. loada of aoftwere Al ear
$088 Ce»410-841-484».

FOR RENT

Apartrt
laaabla
* 2 bsdroom unliJtTiasosd
' 2 bedroom turraahed
Cel John Newtove Reel Eetate
384-2280 or atop by
318 E Wooater
(ecroes from Teco Bel)
rJ l!!l.<mo y-UeoranJU-U'
Quiet location
Non-emoker
Cel Tore
362-3328
Modem home at country 2 treoroom. 21
atac heet. weatVdry Hookup ften.aaher.
drepea Included
Cat efter 8:00 P.M.
1-267-2888
T
apar»want lor
Hlldld 1 lemek. la sub*
Spring Simnlir. Aweeeome aueranenl aak
outaide deck and double oar garage. Cel eoon.
352-7600.1
flldllllll I-bdrm. untum M Utl.aiali Court
Apta Laeee rune from Jen I to Jut 31 (Rana
abtel) at $380 a mo No depoa*. requtrad, I wB
pay dacoeri and hook up chergee tor phone.
cable and electnc Free heat and water CM
363-88*8: leave mileage.

$8.50 per insertion
$12 95 per insertion

See the fatuie.
Use a condom.

The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place advertising in The BG News
The decision on whether to release thia information shal be made by the management of The BG News. The
purpose of this policy la to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to •ndlvtdua.a or organizations Cases of fraud can be prosecuted

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (print)
ADDRESS _
SOCIAL SECURITY # OR ACCOUNT #

tlgan Kepea
Ccogrstutetione to the
Stgmerien
of the Week
Colean Cormany
Sigma Kepea

WANTED

PHI MU LIL' HEIDI PHI MU
The big night ia almoat here,
so ana don't you tear
Pretty aoon you'll aaa.
Were the beet org/a lo be!
I LOVE MY UTTLEI
Your Anxkxre Big!
PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU

2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.

SKI KAP SUZI HYDE SKI KAP
Ohmylttle
Can't you aea
Together In Sigma Kay
Wel always be'!'
Love Your Big 777
SKI KAP SUZI HYPE SKI KAP

SLaaneS
Al typee ot loans
Pereonel. huelneea. ale.
Come for free ccnaultabon
with a loan officer today
1-800-902-8450
No credit or coeetoral needed

rrrm

HOURS:
Sunday:

SonorReMneon
Wel wouldn't you know, if a the Btrthdey of my
beau It's about time you Mart lo catch up. Now
H only someone can Interrupt' And Sunday?
What waa that? Kuraptat? Not Hay even though
Hat Thuraday you broke TttCnae. I era the*
you're reefy cool Happy BHhdey Honey. Tone
and Tone, but you know that!

U Stacy
RoaeaAreRed
Violets Are Blue
Aa Your Big. 11 Always Be True1
Love.

18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
SI.00 cover after 9:00

Mon.-Sat.:

SEND A FRIEND A UFESAVERI
From 10 30-2 30 in the Union Oval
Write a note to a Irtend to enow
You support them • It's free
Sponaored by The Wel"

KKG LIKeUe Lamb KKG
You're an Aweeome MUe
I know It Horn the start
And now that we're a teem
Nothing wll keep ue apart.
KKQ Your Big Loves You KKQ

Get Peyched For Big Hunt" I
KKO ' LH' Jennller Read ' KKO
You haven't been Io Marx's? What7?
Chipmunk? What??
0 and 2 on date parties? What??
You may think Ihie pJvee me away.
But don't be too aura...
Love, Your MO

SAE SAE SAE SAE SAE SAE
The Brothara ol Sigma Alpha EpaaOn wteh to
congratulate Brian Zeasnka and Rhonda Korafewekl on thler recent levMortng
SAE SAE SAE SAE SAE SAE

10, 1991

PHONE #

5:15-

by J.A. Holmgren

(For billing purposes only)

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear.
Circle words you wish to appear in bold type.

Hardy Buber
Classification m which you wteh your ad to appear:

Campua a City Events"

Wanted

Loal and Found

Help Warned

Rtdee

For Sale

Servlcee Offered

For Bent

Penonara

• First day. $l 00 aervlce charge only - emu 35 worda lor a non-proM event or meeting Subsequent days are charged at regular
claaaitied rales

Dates to appear

Total number of days to appear

Mall lo: (On of C^-Campu» Mail)
The BG News
214 Went Hal
BQSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(chocks payade to The BG New*)
Phone: 372-2801

-by Tom Hanicak

